
Short description :

The OC 250/500/1000 encoder is a 1/2/4 head encoder for a wide
range of applications, whether in industry, logistics or wherever data
must be printed or imprinted.

The OC coder impresses above all in the simple operation and the
variety of possibilities it provides.

Depending on the model, the OC coder can print print heights of 25-
100 mm. There are many predefined input options such as text, time,
date, QR code, bar code,

Images but also variable fields that can be filled from an Excel
spreadsheet and a date field with pre-dating round out the options for
input directly on the touch screen.

The fast-drying ink lasts on almost all surfaces and is smudge-proof
after a very short time.

The Dual Nozzle Design (DSND) is particularly noteworthy. If the
print quality deteriorates, you can switch to the second row of
nozzles in the settings and the quality is back in order.

These things distinguish the OC coder to a very good coder with an
even better price-performance ratio.
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The OC 250/500/1000 Inkjet Coder



Technical data :

Model
Housing
Number of heads
Dimension
CPU
Display
Interfaces

Resolution
Pressure nozzles
Print height
Print direction
Distance to product
Print Length
Speed
Print types
Print media
Languages
Ink Type
Cartridge capacity
Color
Environmental
conditions
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The OC 250/500/1000 Inkjet Coder

OC 250Aluminum
1head /2heads /4heads15x110x45 mm
Cortex A9 Quart Core with 1.4 GHz 7
/ 7 / 9 inch touch screen
USB, photocell, encoder, Bluetooth 4.0, Wifi

200/300/600 DPI switchable
Bubble Jet
2 - 25 mm
Mirror Horizontal and Vertical
1- 10 mm - best result at 2 - 5 mm distance
2000 characters per job - unlimited length
Up to 70 m/min
Text, date, time, counter, bar code ,QR code, images
plastic, stone, glass, metal, wood, cardboard etc.
22Languages like English, German, French etc. Fast
drying
72ml ~ depending on print quantity approx. 50.000
labels Black
Temperature range 10 - 45 °C Humidity 10 - 70%


